
 
 

1.  Car accident lawyer 

 

Should You Hire a Car Accident Lawyer? 
 

Every 10 seconds, a car accident occurs somewhere in the US, and the average driver is involved in a 

wreck every 8 years.  Chances are you’ve been in a car wreck, or if not, that you will be in the 

foreseeable future.   When you are, do you know how to protect yourself from financial loss? 

 

If you have been injured or suffered property damage in a car accident resulting from another driver’s 

negligence, you need an attorney to protect your interests and secure a financial award that covers your 

loss.  But will any lawyer do?  How do you know whether you should hire a car accident lawyer or just an 

attorney with a general legal practice? 

 

General Attorney vs. Car Accident Lawyer 

 

Most general practice attorneys will accept a car accident case without question.  The truth is that the 

parties to most car accidents are insured, and the negligent party’s insurer will almost certainly make a 

settlement offer to all victims.  It takes only general legal expertise to ensure you receive the money 

offered by these insurers and many general attorneys want to earn those fees. 

 

It takes an experienced car accident lawyer, however, to properly analyze the facts surrounding an 

accident to identify all negligent parties and all damages.  The attorney also better understands the 

costs of long-term care and rehabilitation.  Almost any attorney can make sure you get the money 

offered; but, the car accident attorneys at Wilshire Law Firm can get you all the money you deserve.   

 

Many times, the general attorney hired by an accident victim will actually hire an attorney who 

specializes in car accidents to assist the case, passing the cost through to you.  Most would not risk a 

malpractice lawsuit by attempting to provide services for which they are not qualified.  Why not just hire 

the car accident lawyers of Wilshire Law firm to begin with? 

 

A car accident lawyer specializes in legal cases that relate only to car accidents.  Those cases can involve: 

 

 The investigation of damage to vehicles and private property 

 Physical injuries requiring rehabilitation or long-term care 

 Psychological and emotional injuries and care 

 Interruption to one’s employment and lost wages 

 And, of course, the loss of a loved one and its effect his or her family and dependents  



 

The car accident lawyer will have a detailed understanding of tort law – the area of law that determines 

negligence and the liability one party to pay for damages caused to another.  They will have professional 

accident investigators on staff who can survey accident sites to gather and preserve evidence of 

negligence.  The attorney will have significant experience negotiating with defendants’ insurance 

companies and knows where their upper limits are on personal and property claims. 

 

Choose the Best Attorney 

 

Whether you recover payment for all damages incurred or only receive a partial settlement can entirely 

depend on your attorney.  Many factors affect your settlement, including the timing of legal actions, the 

evidence gathered and that provided by defendants through discovery, as well as the testimony of 

qualified medical experts and the calculation of damages and future costs.  A general practice attorney 

may not have experience in these areas, which can cost you a lot of money.   

 

Bobby Saadian, Esquire, is an experienced trial lawyer with specific expertise in car accidents and all 

personal injury law.  Rated as a “Super Lawyer in Personal Injury” and a “Rising Star in Southern 

California” by Super Lawyer Magazine, Mr. Saadian has settled dozens of accident claims to the financial 

advantage of his clients.  Contact Mr. Saadian at the Wilshire Law Firm in Los Angeles at 213-381-9988 

or online at www.wilshirelawfirm.com.  

  

 

 

2.  Catastrophic Injures 

 

Catastrophic Injury – Time is of the Essence 
 

If someone you love has suffered a catastrophic injury, you need help fast.  Doctors will tell you that the 

minutes and hours immediately after an accident can determine whether the patient lives or dies.  From 

a legal perspective, those same hours can determine whether your claim for damages against any 

negligent parties to the accident lives or dies as well.  Obviously, you need to first ensure that the victim 

receives emergency medical treatment, but you should carefully consider whether your second step 

should be to engage the services of an attorney with experience handling cases of catastrophic injuries. 

 

The issues surrounding catastrophic injuries and the long-term health care costs make it difficult for 

most people – and even many general practice attorneys – to fully understand all of the damages 

victims suffer and the costs to restore their lives.  If the attorney has not tried similar cases, she or he 

may not recognize potential problems within the first crucial hours after an accident when evidence has 

to be collected to prove negligence.  If the attorney has no experience with medical treatment plans, she 

or he may not secure competent medical expert testimony, so that the value of damages and ongoing 

treatment cannot be accurately established.   Don’t let the panic and rush immediately following a 
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serious accident prevent you from making the best choice in legal counsel.  Look for an attorney with 

significant experience helping accident victims secure sizeable damages awards, such as the attorneys at 

Wilshire Law Firm. 

 

Hire an Attorney with Catastrophic Injury Expertise 

 

A competent catastrophic injury lawyer will be able to answer your questions, explain all of your 

options, and assume responsibility for pursuing your legal remedies through the court system and with 

insurance companies.  The attorney employs accident investigators and medical experts to review 

evidence of negligence and to assess diagnoses and treatment plans for adequacy and long-term costs. 

If the victim does not have health insurance, the attorney can make arrangements for immediate and 

continuing medical care throughout settlement negotiations or litigation, if necessary. 

 

Any attorney can easily accept the insurance company’s offer for you, and unfortunately, it is easier for 

the attorney to talk accident victims into accepting less money for their injuries than it is to convince an 

insurance company to pay more.  Obviously, an unscrupulous attorney could be tempted to sell you on a 

low offer because avoiding a protracted negotiation means a quicker payoff.  Or, if the attorney lacks 

the specific expertise in catastrophic injuries needed to win a protracted negotiation, he or she might 

recommend that you settle for a lower amount. 

 

Instead, choose an attorney who has been successful at trial in securing large financial settlements for 

accident victims, an attorney like Bobby Saadian of Wilshire Law Firm.  Mr. Saadian specializes in 

personal injury law, including catastrophic injury, and was recently selected as a “Rising Star in Southern 

California” by SuperLawyer© magazine after previously winning its SuperLawyer™ designation.  A victim 

with catastrophic injuries deserves a sizeable award for the change their life will undergo.  Mr. Saadian 

has a well-earned reputation for battling insurance companies and dead-beat defendants for sizeable 

compensation to his clients.  Contact Mr. Saadian at the Wilshire Law Firm in Los Angeles at 213-381-

9988 or online at www.wilshirelawfirm.com.  

 

 

3.  Dram Shop Claims 

 

Dram Shop Claims Against Those Who Overserve Guests and Patrons 
 

According to the anti-drunk driving organization, MADD, more than 1.41 million drivers were charged 

with driving under the influence of either alcohol or narcotics in 2010.  Experts estimate the actual 

number of DUI drivers is many times more.  In some large cities, on weekend nights, it is estimated that 

one in three cars is driven by someone under the influence. 

 

Most people are social drinkers who imbibe more often when away from home, which explains why so 

many are caught driving under the influence to and from social events.  Of course, people need to be 
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held accountable for their alcohol intake and for driving or other negligent acts when under the 

influence; however, courts have ruled that anyone who serves liquor to others – for example, bars and 

restaurants, but even homeowners – share that responsibility as well.  Continuing to serve alcohol to a 

person who one should reasonably know is intoxicated is a crime in most states.  A bartender or 

waitress can be arrested for overserving under statutes commonly referred to as “Dram Shop Acts.”  

However, civil courts also consider overserving negligence on the part of the bar owner and will award 

damages to someone later hurt by the intoxicated patron or guest.  The obvious example is when the 

victim of a drunk driver sues the establishment that served drinks to the driver. 

 

Who Served the Drinks? 

 

Dram Shop claims in California are not easy to win, and plaintiffs need a competent Dram Shop Attorney 

to navigate the laws’ complexities in order to extract damages from the overserver.  Also, intoxicated 

people who act negligently to cause injury or property damage to others are, in general, also less likely 

to be financially responsible and may lack liability insurance or other assets that could be claimed as 

compensation for your damages.  The combination of hard-to-prove accidents, destitute defendants, 

and complex personal and property damages represent a daunting challenge to the typical general 

practice attorney, who might also offer divorces, real estate, immigration, wills, and other consumer 

services.  Without the expertise to recognize potential Dram Shop defendants or accident investigators 

that can even identify the complicit drinking establishment(s), the general practice attorney would do 

well to refuse these cases, but many don’t, and their clients suffer when they receive less compensation 

than they deserve. 

 

Instead, victims of an intoxicated defendant need to hire a competent personal injury attorney, such as 

the experienced trial lawyers at Wilshire Law Firm, as quickly as possible.  The Wilshire investigative 

team responds to the accident scene to capture photographs and other physical evidence, and consults 

with law enforcement officials to contact eye witnesses and review all other evidence.  If necessary, the 

firm will launch an independent search for the drinking establishment that overserved the defendant 

and include its owner in the lawsuit for damages.  If there are deep-pocket defendants that can fully 

compensate your losses, we will find them. 

 

Bobby Saadian of Wilshire Law Firm specializes in personal injury law, including Dram Shop cases, and 

was recently selected as a “Rising Star in Southern California” by SuperLawyer© magazine after 

previously winning its SuperLawyer™ designation.  Mr. Saadian has battled insurance companies and 

dead-beat defendants to win the damages awards his clients deserve.  Contact Mr. Saadian at the 

Wilshire Law Firm in Los Angeles at 213-381-9988 or online at www.wilshirelawfirm.com 

 

 

4.  Head-on Crash/Accident 

 

Survivors of a Head-on Crash Need a Capable Attorney 



 

Anyone who has taken a defensive driving or driver’s education course can tell you:  automobile crashes 

can be deadly.  Pictures of head-on crashes are used in those courses to demonstrate the dangers of 

unsafe driving.  They are pictures most viewers never forget. 

 

Survivors could be considered “lucky,” but most will disagree.  Head-on crashes can result in horrific 

injuries to victims, including para- and quadriplegia, paralysis, brain and spinal cord damage, and any 

number of broken bones, lacerations, and organ damage.  Financial damages can follow as lost wages 

and loss of employment or a change in career necessitated by the accident reduce income and, 

eventually, sap a family’s savings.  

 

Medical Expertise is Critical 

 

In the immediate aftermath of a head-on crash, all attention is on securing necessary care for the 

victims, and rightfully so.  However, as soon as possible, the victim or his/her family should contact a 

capable personal injury attorney.  The issues surrounding head-on crashes and the often-catastrophic 

injuries that result are beyond the expertise of a typical general practice attorney.   

 

If the victim of a head-on collision has suffered significant injuries, obtaining an accurate diagnosis and 

long-term treatment plan is important when estimating the associated costs that will be sought from the 

negligent parties and/or their insurers.   The personal injury trial lawyers at Wilshire Law Firm have 

developed in-house medical expertise with an in-depth understanding of standard medical practices and 

procedures.  The firm also engages qualified medical experts when necessary to review the treatment 

and rehabilitation plan ordered by attending physicians and to recommend alternative treatments if, in 

their professional opinions, it would be better for the patient/client.   

 

Finding Fault is Not Simple 

 

Unlike rear-end collisions, there is not a default assumption of negligence in head-on wrecks – either 

party could be at fault.  While police thoroughly investigate major accidents that involve fatalities, for 

other wrecks they leave most of the investigation to the companies insuring each vehicle.  Opposing 

insurance companies will investigate an accident to determine fault, and will often make a business 

decision to accept liability based on the costs and risks of litigation.  Unfortunately, that does not help 

their injured policyholder who needs the other driver to be found liable in order to collect full 

compensation for all costs and expenses of the accident. 

 

Bobby Saadian, one of the personal injury lawyers at Wilshire Law Firm was recently named a “Rising 

Star in Southern California” by a popular professional journal, SuperLawyer©, after earning a string of 

clients large awards for personal injury.  He has a well-earned reputation for not accepting a settlement 

offer for less than his clients rightfully deserve.  Contact Mr. Saadian at the Wilshire Law Firm in Los 

Angeles at 213-381-9988 or online at www.wilshirelawfirm.com 

 



 

 

 

 

 


